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Full-waveform inversion with an exponential filter in wavenumber domain
Kai Chang†, Chao Song‡, Tariq Alkhalifah‡ and Haijiang Zhang†, University of Science and Technology of China†,
King Abdullah University of Science and Technology‡

SUMMARY

The gradient of full-waveform inversion (FWI) can be de-
composed into a tomographic part, which is smooth (low-
wavenumbers) and an image part, which is more sharp (high-
wavenumbers). Most of the FWI procedures need to update
the smooth part first and gradually include the details to mit-
igate the cycle-skipping problem. The scattering angle filter
for the gradient is one way to isolate the low-wavenumber part
of the gradient at the early stage. However, it could be costly
because of the extensions necessary for precise scattering an-
gle control. Due to the relationship between the wavenumber
and the scattering angle, the large scattering angles correspond
to the low wavenumber component, which is usually what we
want to update in our initial inversion steps. Thus, we use
an exponential filter in the wavenumber domain and update
the model in the wavenumber domain from low to high. The
numerical result indicates that the inversion benefits from the
wavenumber domain filter.

INTRODUCTION

Full-waveform inversion has attracted a lot of attention be-
cause it can admit high-resolution velocity models. In the pro-
cess of FWI, obtaining a macro-smooth model at the beginning
is critical to the inversion. If such a model is not be obtained,
FWI often fails. The traditional multi-scale FWI mitigates the
cycle-skipping issue by inverting the model from low to high
frequencies gradually in the data domain (Pratt, 1999). How-
ever, the required low-frequency information necessary in re-
ality to generate a sufficiently smooth model update is often
missing. Thus, many methods have been proposed: to address
this problem from the data side, such as low-frequency ex-
trapolation (Li and Demanet, 2016; Ovcharenko et al., 2019)
or early arrivals full waveform inversion (Bleibinhaus et al.,
2009). From the perspective of modifying the objective func-
tion, wavefield reconstruction inversion (WRI) and efficient
wavefield inversion (EWI) have been proposed, add a regular-
ization parameter and expand the solution space (Van Leeuwen
and Herrmann, 2013; Alkhalifah and Song, 2019; Song and
Alkhalifah, 2020); reflection waveform inversion (RWI), which
based on the Born approximation, using the migration and the
demigration procedure to build up a good initial velocity model
(Xu et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2017; Guo and Alkhalifah, 2017).
In addition, multi-scattering waveform inversion (MWI) was
applied successfully to many cases (Alkhalifah and Wu, 2016;
Alkhalifah, 2016; Song et al., 2019).

According to the nature of the seismic wave itself, the scat-
tering angle between the source and the receiver wavefields
determines the wavenumber component of the gradient. The
scattering angle along the ray path between the source and the
receiver is close to 180 degrees, referred to as the Direct Cur-

rent (DC) component of the wavenumber. In order to obtain
low wavenumber components at the early iterations, different
filters are designed. Energy norm imaging condition, which is
equivalent to a Laplacian filter was applied to the FWI (Rocha
et al., 2016; Sun and Alkhalifah, 2017). However, the filter
cannot obtain a sufficiently low wavenumber gradient for the
second order decay corresponding to the scattering angle co-
sine value. Xie (2015) applied an angle-domain wavenumber
filter for multi-scale full-waveform inversion by the decom-
posed source and receiver wavefield into local plane waves.
It can be costly to decompose the wavefield. Different from
dealing with the wavefield, Alkhalifah (2014) suggested filter-
ing the gradient by using a space extension which can be free
of a velocity dependency and thus becomes a stationary filter.
However, it still can be expensive as it rely on the extensions,
especially for 3D cases.

To obtain an efficient scattering angle filter, interpolation can
be used to transform the space lag to a velocity lag (Alkhalifah,
2015; Kazei et al., 2016). Wu and Alkhalifah (2017) proposed
to use an enhanced scattering-angle enrichment to achieve the
extraction of low wavenumber components efficiently. How-
ever, this method will have singular values when the wavenum-
ber equals zero.

To mitigate this issue, we propose to use an exponential fil-
ter, which naturally decays as the wavenumber increases. The
structure of this abstract is as follows. First, we derive the
scattering-angle enrichment method and then replace the filter
factor. We use the proposed filter to the gradient and then in-
vert the Marmousi model with a single 5 Hz frequency from
low to high wavenumbers gradually. At last, We show the ef-
fectiveness of this method for multiple frequencies.

THEORY

We will first review the scattering-angle enrichment method,
and then replace the wavenumber filter factor as well as nor-
malize it. The gradient of FWI I(x) corresponding to the for-
ward wavefield us(x, t) and its adjoint ur(x, t) can be written
I(x, t)=

∫
t us(x, t)ur(x, t)dt, The time extend image I(x,τ) with

a time extention τ can be defined as:

I(x,τ) =
∫

t
us(x, t− τ)ur(x, t + τ)dt

=

∫
ωt

Us (x,ωt)U r (x,ωt)e2iωt τ dωt ,

(1)

where the Us and U r are the forward wavefield and the adjoint
wavefield in frequency domain, respectively. And the · means
the complex conjugate operator. ωt is the temporal frequency
of the seismic data.
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And we also define the gradient spectrum I(kx,ωτ )=FFT (I(x,τ)),
where the FFT operator indicates the fast Fourier transform
in all dimensions, kx is the wavenumber, ωτ is the frequency
index of τ . For the inverse Fourier transform, the precise gra-
dient I(x) is the integral over the ωτ and the inverse Fourier
transform of the kx to the space domain, which can be written
as:

I(x) = I(x,0) =
1

√
2π

D+1

∫
ωτ

∫
kx

I (kx,ωτ )eikx·xdkxdωτ , (2)

where D is the dimension of the space domain. Our objective
is to add a filter for isolating the low wavenumber part (i.e.
the large scattering angle part) of the gradient. The filtered
gradient can be written:

I f (x) =
1

√
2π

D+1

∫
ωτ

∫
kx

F(θ)I (kx,ωτ )eikx·xdkxdωτ . (3)

F(θ) is the filter that relies on the half of scattering angle θ .
For the dispersion equation, the relationship between the θ and
local wavenumber is

cos(θ) =
1
2
|kx|v
|ωτ |

(4)

The main problem in equation 3 is that the calculation of I(kx,ωτ )
with the time extension τ can be costly. Wu and Alkhali-
fah(2017) came up with an idea that uses cosn(θ) to enrich the
filter, where n is a particular number. When n < 0, we obtain
the low wavenumber components and when n > 0, we can get
the high wavenumber part of the gradient. Specifically, when
n = 0, the filter turns to be trivial. Then the filtered gradient
can be written:

In
f (x) =

vn

√
2π

D+1

∫
ωτ

∫
kx

|kx|n

|ωτ |n
I (kx,ωτ )eikx·xdkxdωτ . (5)

To avoid the large amount of calculation, according to equation
2 and equation 1, we combine the |ωτ |n and I(kx,ωτ ), then
integrate over ωτ and τ . We finally get the filtered gradient
without the time shift τ:

In
f (x) =

vn

√
2π

D
2n

∫
kx

∫
ωt

|kx|n

ωn
t

ˆ̃I (kx,ωt)eikx·xdωtdkx. (6)

ˆ̄I (kx,ωt) = FFT (I(x, t)). In equation (6), we can get a singu-
larity when |kx| = 0 at denominator, which is the DC com-
ponent. To mitigate the issue, alternatively, neglecting the
weighting coefficient of the Fourier transform, we apply an
exponential filter to the gradient as follows,

Iα
f (x) =

∫
kx

∫
ωt

e−α|kx| ˆ̃I (kx,ωt)eikx·xdωtdkx. (7)

The exponential filter has an advantage that it is naturally nor-
malized and always less than one. Figure 1 demonstrates that
the different features of the two filters. The DC component in
Figure 1a is muted to avoid the singularity, and the exponential
filter in Figure 1b mitigates this issue.

The workflow of suggested filter is given in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 FWI with an exponential filter in the wavenum-
ber domain
Input: Initial velocity model, filter parameters and recorded

data
Begin:

for α from high to low do
Simulate the predicted data and calculate the residual.
Use the adjoint method to obtain the gradient.
Apply the proposed filter to the gradient.
Update the model.
if residual < ε then

Break, save the result
end if

end for
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Figure 1: (a) The normalized filter of the cosn(θ) in wavenum-
ber domain. (b) The exponential filter in the wavenumber do-
main.

EXAMPLE

We show the effectiveness of this exponential filtering method
in FWI through numerical results.

Kernel Analysis

First, we use a homogeneous model to illustrate the method.
The true model is a homogeneous model and its velocity equals
to 3.5 km/s. The initial model is a gradient model from 2 km/s
to 3.6 km/s. The size of the model is 351×141 with grid in-
terval of 25 m in both directions. We use one source and one
receiver on the surface. The source and receiver are located
at the x = 1.75 km and x = 7 km, respectively. We generate
the data in the frequency domain with a single frequency of
10Hz. Then we use the data residual to get the gradient by the
adjoint state method (Pratt, 1999). Figure 2a shows the gra-
dient of the FWI, and we can see both the low wavenumber
and high wavenumber components are mixed in space. The
proposed filtering method is utilized to gradually filter out the
high wavenumber components. Figure 2b-d show the effec-
tiveness of different filter factors on the gradient. The larger α

admits lower wavenumbers in the gradient.
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The Marmousi Model

In order to prove the effectiveness of our method on a complex
velocity model, we apply the method to the Marmousi model
(Figure 3a). The initial velocity model is linearly increasing
with depth, v(z) = 1.5+0.8×z(km/s) (Figure 3b). The size of
the Marmousi model is the asme as the previous model we used
in the sensitivity kernel. we have 71 shots on the surface with
the source interval is 125m and the receiver is fully covered at
the surface with a 25m interval.

Due to the high efficiency of frequency domain interpretations,
we first use a mono frequency of 5Hz to demonstrate the effec-
tiveness of our method. As shown in Figures 4a-c, we use the
exponential filtering parameter to gradually update the veloc-
ity model from low wavenumber to high wavenumber. Com-
pared with the mono frequency traditional FWI result (Figure
4d), which has strong artefacts, falling into a local minimum,
we can conclude that the filter can mitigate the cycle skipping
issue even at 5Hz data. We used the L-BFGS method for op-
timizing the inverse problem. Every wavenumber filter stage
has a maximum of 100 iterations. Actually, we achieve to get
convergence at the early stage of the iterations for the smoother
gradients. We suggest the filter parameter α starts from 1 to 0
for inverting the Marmousi model.

We also used multi-frequencies from 5Hz to 12Hz with a 1 Hz
interval and 7 Hz dominant frequency Using the same inver-
sion setup parameters, we can get the clean velocity structure
even at the deep part of the model (Figure 5a). In contrast,
the traditional FWI falls into a local minimum reflected by the
poor result (Figure 5b).

CONCLUSION

Obtaining the low wavenumber part of the gradient is an effec-
tive way to mitigate the cycle skipping problem. We proposed
an exponential filter in the wavenumber domain, which can
isolate the low wavenumber in the FWI procedure. We applied
the method to both a homogeneous model and the Marmousi
model, gradually filtering the gradient wavenumber from low
to high. The results indicate that using the filter can result in a
good initial background velocity and subsequently an accurate
velocity model.
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Figure 2: The original kernel (a) and the filtered gradient by
the exponential filter with α = 1(b), α = 0.5(c), α = 0.1(d).
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Figure 3: (a) The true Marmousi model, (b) the initial model
we used in this study.
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Figure 4: The inversion result using the wavenumber filter fac-
tor α = 1(a), α = 0.5(b) and α = 0(c), sequentially. (d) is the
traditional full waveform inversion result.
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Figure 5: (a) The multi frequency 5-12Hz result using the fil-
ter, and (b) without using filter based on the same frequence
band.
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